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Abstra t This paper des ribes how high level implementations of (need-

ed) narrowing into Prolog

an be improved by analysing denitional

trees. First, we introdu e a rened representation of denitional trees
that handles properly the knowledge about the indu tive positions of
a pattern. The aim is to take advantage of the new representation of
denitional trees to improve the aforementioned kind of implementation
systems. Se ond, we introdu e sele tive unfolding transformations, on
determinate atom
of what we

alls in the Prolog

all deterministi

ode, by examining the existen e

(sub)bran hes in a denitional tree. As

a result of this analysis, we dene some generi
us to

ompile a fun tional logi

algorithms that allow

program into a set of Prolog

lauses

whi h in reases determinism and in orporates some renements that are
obtained by ad ho
tional logi

arti es in other similar implementations of fun -

languages. We also present and dis uss the advantages of our

proposals by means of some simple examples.
Keywords: Fun tional logi

programming, narrowing strategies, imple-

mentation of fun tional logi

languages, program transformation.

1 Introdu tion
Fun tional logi

programming [14℄ aims to implement programming languages

that integrate the best features of both fun tional programming and logi

pro-

gramming. Most of the approa hes to the integration of fun tional and logi
languages
strategy as

onsider term rewriting systems as programs and some narrowing
omplete operational me hanism. Laziness is a valuable feature of

fun tional logi

languages, sin e it in reases the expressive power of this kind

of languages: it supports

omputations with innite data stru tures and a mod-

ular programming style. Among the dierent lazy narrowing strategies, needed
narrowing [7℄ has been postulated optimal from several points of view: i) it is
orre t and

omplete, with regard to stri t equations and

tutions answers, for the
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Denition 2); ii) it

omputes minimal length derivations, if

ommon variables

are shared; and iii) no redundant answers are obtained. Some of these optimality properties have also been established for a broader
systems dening nondeterministi

lass of term rewriting

fun tions [4℄. Needed narrowing addresses

omputations by means of some stru tures, namely denitional trees [2℄, whi h
ontain all the information about the program rules. These stru tures allow us
to sele t a position of the term whi h is being evaluated and this position points
out to a redu ible subterm that is unavoidable to redu e in order to obtain the
result of the

omputation. It is a

epted that the framework for de larative pro-

graming based on nondeterministi
trees as part of its

lazy fun tions of [20℄ also uses denitional

omputational me hanism. In re ent years, a great eort has

been done to provide the integrated languages with high level implementations
of this

omputational model into Prolog (see for instan e [3,9,15,18℄ and [21℄).

This paper investigates how an analysis of denitional trees
provements in the quality of the Prolog

an introdu e im-

ode generated by these implementation

systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 re alls some basi

notions we use

in the rest of the se tions. In Se tion 3 we des ribe a rened representation of
denitional trees and we give an algorithm for their

onstru tion in the style of

[17℄. Se tion 4 introdu es two new translation te hniques: Se tion 4.1 dis usses
how to take advantage of the new representation of denitional trees to improve
(needed) narrowing implementations; Se tion 4.2 presents an algorithm, guided
by the stru ture of a denitional tree, whi h is able to produ e the same ee t as
if a determinate unfolding transformation was applied on the

ompiled Prolog

ode. Se tion 5 presents some experiments that show the ee tiveness of our
proposals. Se tion 6 dis uses the relation of our te hniques to other resear h on
fun tional logi
our

programming and logi

programming. Finally, Se tion 7

ontains

on lusions.

2 Preliminaries
We

onsider rst order expressions or

variables

X

terms
F

and the set of fun tion symbols

T (F, X ).

built from symbols of the set of
in the usual way. The set of terms

f /n ∈ F

f is a
Root(t) is the
fun tion symbol heading t, also alled the root symbol of t. A term is linear if
it does not ontain multiple o urren es of the same variable. Var(o) is the set
of variables o urring in the synta ti obje t o. We write on for the sequen e of
obje ts o1 , . . . , on .
A substitution σ is a mapping from the set of variables to the set of terms,
with nite domain Dom(σ) = {x ∈ X | σ(x) 6= x}. We denote the identity
substitution by id. We dene the omposition of two substitutions σ and θ ,
denoted σ ◦ θ as usual: σ ◦ θ(x) = σ̂(θ(x)), where σ̂ is the extension of σ to the
domain of the terms. A renaming is a substitution ρ su h that there exists the
−1
−1
and ρ ◦ ρ
= ρ−1 ◦ ρ = id.
inverse substitution ρ
is denoted by

nary

We sometimes write

fun tion symbol. If

t

to denote that

is a term dierent from a variable,

3

A term t is more general than s (or s is an instan e of t), in symbols t ≤ s,
(∃σ) s = σ(t). Two terms t and t′ are variants if there exists a renaming ρ
′
su h that t = ρ(t). We say that t is stri tly more general than s, denoted t < s,
if t ≤ s and t and s are not variants. The quasiorder relation  ≤ on terms is
often alled subsumption order and  < is alled stri t subsumption order.
Positions of a term t (also alled o urren es ) are represented by sequen es
of natural numbers used to address subterms of t. The on atenation of the
′
sequen es p and w is denoted by p.w. Two positions p and p of t are omparable
′
′
if (∃w) p = p.w or p = p .w, otherwise are disjoint positions. Given a position
p of t, t|p denotes the subterm of t at position p and t[s]p denotes the result of
repla ing the subterm t|p by the term s. Let pn be a sequen e of disjoint positions
of a term t, t[s1 ]p1 . . . [sn ]pn denotes the result of simultaneously repla ing ea h
subterm t|pi by the term si , with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
if

2.1 Term rewriting systems
1

rewrite rule
l, r ∈ T (F, X ), l 6∈ X , and Var(r) ⊆ Var(l). The terms l and
r are alled the lefthand side (lhs) and righthand side (rhs) of the rewrite rule,
respe tively. A term rewriting system (TRS) R is a nite set of rewrite rules.
We are spe ially interested in TRSs whose asso iate signature F
an be
partitioned into two disjoint sets F = C ⊎ D where D = {Root(l) | (l → r) ∈ R}
and C = F \ D . Symbols in C are alled onstru tors and symbols in D are alled
dened fun tions or operations. Terms built from symbols of the set of variables
X and the set of onstru tors C are alled onstru tor terms. A pattern is a term
of the form f (dn ) where f /n ∈ D and dn are onstru tor terms. A term f (xn ),
where xn are dierent variables, is alled a generi pattern. A TRS is said to be
onstru torbased (CB) if the lhs of its rules are patterns. For CB TRSs, a term
t is a head normal form (hnf ) if t is a variable or Root(t) ∈ C .
A TRS is said to be leftlinear if for ea h rule l → r in the TRS, the lhs
l is a linear term. We say that a TRS is nonambiguous or nonoverlapping if
We limit the dis ussion to un onditional term rewriting systems . A

is a pair

l→r

it does not

with

ontain

riti al pairs (see [10℄ for a standard denition of a

pair). Leftlinear and nonambiguous TRSs are

alled

orthogonal

riti al

TRSs.

Indu tively sequential TRSs are a proper sub lass of CB orthogonal TRSs.
The denition of this

lass of programs make use of the notion of

For the sake of simpli ity and be ause further

denitional tree.

ompli ations are irrelevant for our

exempt nodes that appear in the
or nodes of [18℄ used in the implementation

study, in the following denition, we ignore the
original denition of [2℄ and also the

of Curry [17℄. Note also, that ornodes lead to parallel denitional trees and thus
out of the

lass of indu tively sequential systems.

Denition 1. [Partial denitional tree℄
Given a CB TRS R, P is a partial
if one of the following ases hold:
1

denitional tree

with pattern π if and only

This is not a true limitation for the expressiveness of a programming language relaying on this

lass of term rewriting systems [5℄.

4

f ( X1 , X2 , X3 )
hhhh
hhhh
AA
f (a, X2 , X3 ) f (b, X2 , X3 ) f (c, X2 , X3 )
f (a, b, X3 )

f (b, a, X3 )

f (c, b, X3 )

f (b, a, c)
Figure1. Denitional tree for the fun tion  f of Example 1

1. P = rule(π, l → r), where π is a pattern and l → r is a rewrite rule in R
su h that π is a variant of l.
2. P = branch(π, o, Pk ), where π is a pattern, o is a variable position of π
( alled indu tive position), ck are dierent onstru tors, for some k > 0, and
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, Pi is a partial denitional tree with pattern π[ci (xn )]o ,
where n is the arity of ci and xn are new variables.
From a de larative point of view, a partial denitional tree

P

an be seen as

a set of linear patterns partially ordered by the stri t subsumption order  <
[4℄. Given a dened fun tion

f /n, a denitional tree of f

tree whose pattern is a generi
rewrite rules dening

Example 1.

pattern and its leaves

f.

Given the rules dening the fun tion

R1 : f (a, b, X) → r1 ,
a denitional tree of

is a partial denitional

ontain variants of all the

f

R2 : f (b, a, c) → r2 ,

f /3
R3 : f (c, b, X) → r3 .

is:

branch(f (X1 , X2 , X3 ), 1,
branch(f (a, X2 , X3 ), 2, rule(f (a, b, X3 ), R1 )),
branch(f (b, X2 , X3 ), 2, branch(f (b, a, X3 ), 2, rule(f (b, a, c), R2 ))),
branch(f (c, X2 , X3 ), 2, rule(f (c, b, X3 ), R3 )))
Note that there

an be more than one denitional tree for a dened fun tion. It is

often onvenient and simplies understanding to provide a graphi representation
of denitional trees, where ea h node is marked with a pattern and the indu tive
position in bran hes is surrounded by a box. Figure 1 illustrates this

on ept.

Denition 2. [Indu tively Sequential TRS℄

A dened fun tion f is alled indu tively sequential if it has a denitional tree.
A rewrite system R is alled indu tively sequential if all its dened fun tions are
indu tively sequential.
In this paper we are mainly interested in indu tively sequential TRSs (or proper
sub lasses of them) whi h are

alled

programs .
5

2.2 Denitional trees and Narrowing Implementations into Prolog
Most of the relevant implementations of fun tional logi

languages, whi h use

needed narrowing as operational me hanism, are based on the

ompilation of the

programs written in these languages into Prolog [9,15,18,19℄. These implementation systems may be thought as a translation pro ess that essentially

onsists

in the following:
1. An algorithm to transform the program rules in a fun tional logi

program

into a set of denitional trees (See [18℄ and [17℄ for some of those algorithms).
2. An algorithm that takes the denitional trees as an input parameter and
visits their nodes, generating a Prolog
denitional trees

lause for ea h visited node. Sin e

ontain all the information about the original program as

well as information to guide the (optimal) pattern mat hing pro ess during
the evaluation of expressions, the set of generated Prolog

lauses is able to

simulate the intended narrowing strategy being implemented.
In the

ase of fun tional logi

generi

algorithm for the translation of denitional trees into a set of

programs with a needed narrowing semanti s, a
lauses is

given in [15℄. When we apply that algorithm to the denitional tree of fun tion

f

in Example 1, we obtain the following set of Prolog

lauses:

% Clause for the root node: it exploits the first indu tive position
f(X1, X2, X3, H) :- hnf(X1, HX1), f_1(HX1, X2, X3, H).
% Clauses for the remaining nodes:
f_1(a, X2, X3, H):- hnf(X2, HX2), f_1_a_2(HX2, X3, H).
f_1_a_2(b, X3, H):- hnf(r1, H).
f_1(b, X2, X3, H):- hnf(X2, HX2), f_1_b_2(HX2, X3, H).
f_1_b_2(a, X3, H):- hnf(X3, HX3), f_1_b_2_a_3(HX3, H).
f_1_b_2_a_3( , H):- hnf(r2, H).
f_1( , X2, X3, H):- hnf(X2, HX2), f_1_ _2(HX2, X3, H).
f_1_ _2(b, X3, H):- hnf(r3, H).
where

hnf(T, H)

this example, the

H is the
hnf are:

is a predi ate that is true when
lauses dening the predi ate

hnf of a term

T.

For

% Evaluation to head normal form (hnf).
hnf(T, T) :- var(T), !.
hnf(f(X1, X2, X3), H) :- !, f(X1, X2, X3, H).
hnf(T, T). % otherwise the term T is a hnf;
The meaning of these set of lauses is as follows. For evaluating a term t =
f (t1 , t2 , t3 ) to a hnf, rst, it is ne essary to evaluate (to a hnf ) the subterms
of t at the indu tive positions of the patterns in the denitional tree asso iated
with f (in the order di tated by that denitional tree  see Figure 1). Hen e,
for our example: we ompute the hnf of t1 and then the hnf of t2 ; if b is the hnf
of t1 and a is the hnf of t2 , we have to ompute the hnf of t3 ; if the hnf of t3
is c then the hnf of t will be the hnf of r2 else the omputation fails (see the

6

f (a, b, X3 )

f ( X1 , X2 , X3 )
hhhh
hhhh
AA
f (b, a, X3 ) f (c, b, X3 )
f (b, a, c)

Deterministi
(sub)bran h

Figure2. Rened denitional tree for the fun tion  f of Example 1

sixth

t2

lause). On the other hand, if the hnf of

to a hnf, disregarding

me hanism

t3 ,

t1

is

a

or

c

it su es to evaluate

in order to obtain the nal value. This evaluation

onforms with the needed narrowing strategy of [7℄, as it has been

formally demonstrated in [1℄.

3 A Rened Representation of Denitional Trees
As we have just seen, building denitional trees is the rst step of the

ompilation

pro ess in high level implementations of needed narrowing into Prolog. Therefore,
providing a suitable representation stru ture for the denitional trees asso iated
with a fun tional logi

program may be an important task in order to improve

those systems. In this se tion we give a rened representation of denitional
trees that saves memory allo ation and is the basis for further improvements.
It is noteworthy that the fun tion

f

of Example 1 has two denitional trees:

the one depi ted in Figure 1 and a se ond one obtained by exploiting position
the generi

pattern

positions. We

f (X1 , X2 , X3 ). Hen

e, this generi

2 of

pattern has two indu tive

an take advantage of this situation if we simultaneously exploit

these two positions to obtain the denitional tree depi ted in the Figure 2. This
new representation

uts the number of nodes of the denitional tree from eight

to ve nodes. Note also that this kind of representation redu es the number of
possible denitional trees asso iated with a fun tion. A tually, using the new
representation, there is only one denitional tree for

f.

The main idea of the renement is as follows: when a pattern has several
indu tive positions, exploit them altogether. Therefore we need a
dete t indu tive positions. This

riterion to

riterion exists and it is based on the

on ept

of uniformly demanded position, whi h was introdu ed into the fun tional logi
setting by J. Moreno-Navarro, and M. Rodríguez-Artalejo

et al. (see, for instan

e,

[18℄).

Denition 3. [Uniformly demanded position℄

Given a pattern π and a TRS R, Let be Rπ = {l → r|(l → r) ∈ R ∧ π ≤ l}. A
variable position p of the pattern π is said to be: (i) demanded by a lhs l of a
rule in Rπ if Root(l|p ) ∈ C . (ii) uniformly demanded by Rπ if p is demanded by
all lhs in Rπ .
7

UDPos(π) to denote the set of uniformly demanded positions of
π . The following proposition establishes a ne essary ondition for a

We write

the

pattern

po-

sition of a pattern to be an indu tive position.

Proposition 1. Let R be an indu tively sequential TRS and let π be the pattern
of a bran h node of a denitional tree P of a fun tion dened in R. If o is an
indu tive position of π then o is uniformly demanded by Rπ .
Proof. We pro eed by ontradi tion. Assume o is not uniformly demanded by
Rπ . Hen e, there must exist some (l → r) ∈ Rπ su h that Root(l|o ) = c ∈ C ,
′
′
′
and some (l → r ) ∈ Rπ su h that l |o ∈ X . Sin e o is the indu tive position
of the bran h node whose pattern is π , by denition of denitional tree, π <
π[c(xn )]o ≤ l and π ≤ l′ . Therefore it is impossible to built a partial denitional
′
tree with leaves l and l by exploiting the position o, whi h ontradi ts the
hypothesis that o is an indu tive position.
The

onverse proposition is more involved but not di ult to establish. In the

following, given two partial denitional trees
only if

P1 = P2

or

P1 ≺ P2 ,

where

P1 ≺ P2

P1 and P2 , we say P1  P2 if and
P1 is a proper subtree of P2 .

if

Proposition 2. Let R be an indu tively sequential TRS. Let P a partial definitional tree, with pattern π , and o a variable position of π . If o is uniformly
demanded by Rπ then there exists a partial denitional tree P ′  P , with pattern
π ′ , su h that o is an indu tive position of π ′ .
Proof.

By stru tural indu tion on the shape of

 Base ase: P

P.

is a leaf.

Then, the proposition va uously holds, sin e the pattern

π

of

P

does not

have uniformly demanded positions (π is a variant of a lhs of a rule

Rπ

is a singleton

 Indu tive ase: P

ontaining the rule

R

and

R).

is a bran h.

o is uniformly demanded by Rπ then, by denition, o is a variable position
π and for ea h rule (li → ri ) ∈ Rπ , Root(li |o ) = ci ∈ C . Hen e, it is
possible to build the set of ( hild) patterns π[ci (xn )]o (where n is the arity
of ci and xn are new variables). Therefore, o is a andidate to be an indu tive
If

of

position. Two

ases may o

ur:

o is the indu tive position of the pattern π and the proof is done,
′
sin e P = P .
′′
Assume o 6= o is the indu tive position of π . Then, by denition of
′′
partial denitional tree, there exists a pattern π = π[ci (xn )]o′′ , whi h is
′′
the pattern of a denitional tree P ≺ P . Clearly, o is a variable position
′′
of π
and it is uniformly demanded by the set of rules Rπ ′′ ⊆ Rπ .

1. In fa t,
2.

Therefore, by the indu tive hypothesis, there exists a partial denitional
P ′ ≺ P ′′ , with pattern π ′ , and o is the indu tive position of π ′ . This

tree

on ludes the proof.

8

Hen e, the
us a synta ti

on ept of uniformly demanded position and Proposition 1 give
riterion to dete t if a variable position of a pattern is an indu tive

position or not and, therefore, a guideline to built a denitional tree: (i) Given
a bran h node, sele t a uniformly demanded position of its pattern; x it as
an indu tive position of the bran h node and generate the

orresponding

hild

nodes. (ii) If the node doesn't have uniformly demanded positions then there are
two possibilities: the node is a leaf node, if it is a variant of a lhs of the

onsidered

TRS, or it is a failure node, and it is impossible to build the denitional tree.
The following algorithm, in the style of [17℄, uses this s heme to build a rened
partial denitional tree

rpdt(π, Rπ )

for a pattern

π

and rules

Rπ = {l → r |

(l → r) ∈ R ∧ π ≤ l}:
1. If

UDPos(π) = ∅ and
π = ρ(l):

there is only one rule

(l → r) ∈ Rπ

and a renaming

ρ

su h that

rpdt(π, Rπ ) = rule(π, ρ(l) → ρ(r));
2. If

UDPos(π) 6= ∅

and for all

(ci1 , . . . , cim ) ∈ Cπ , Pi = rpdt(πi , Rπi ) 6= fail:

rpdt(π, Rπ ) = branch(π, om , Pk );
om is the sequen e of uniformly demanded positions in UDPos(π),
Cπ = {(ci1 , . . . , cim )|(li → ri ) ∈ Rπ ∧ Root(li |o1 ) = ci1 ∧ . . . ∧ Root(li |om ) =
cim }, k = |Cπ | > 0, πi = π[ci1 (xni1 )]o1 . . . [cim (xnim )]om and xni1 , . . . , xnim
where

are new variables.
3. Otherwise,

rpdt(π, Rπ ) = fail.
R and a nary dened fun tion f in R,
rdt(f, R) = rpdt(π0 , Rπ0 ) where π0 = f (xn ). Note

Given an indu tively sequential TRS
the denitional tree of

f

is

that, for an algorithm like the one des ribed in [17℄ the sele tion of the indu tive
positions of the pattern

π is nondeterministi

, if

UDPos(π) 6= ∅. Therefore, it is

possible to build dierent denitional trees for an indu tively sequential fun tion,
depending on the indu tive position whi h is sele ted. On the

ontrary, our al-

gorithm deterministi ally produ es a single denitional tree for ea h indu tively
sequential fun tion. Note also that it mat hes the more informal algorithm that
appears in [17℄ when, for ea h bran h node, there is only one indu tive position.
We illustrate the previous algorithm and last remarks by means of a new
example.

Example 2.

Given the rules dening the fun tion

f /2

R1 : f (0, 0) → 0, R2 : f (s(X), 0) → s(0), R3 : f (s(X), s(s(Y ))) → f (X, Y ).
the last algorithm builds the following denitional tree for

f:

branch(f (X1 , X2 ), (1, 2),
rule(f (0, 0), R1 ),
rule(f (s(X3 ), 0), R2 ),
branch(f (s(X3 ), s(X4 )), (2.1), rule(f (s(X3 ), s(s(X5 ))), R3 ))
9

f ( X1 , X2 )
hhhh
hhhh
AA
f (s(X3), 0) f (s(X3), s( X4 ))

f (0, 0)

f (s(X3), s(s(X5)))
Figure3. Rened denitional tree for the fun tion  f of Example 2

whi h is depi ted in Figure 3. The algorithm for generating denitional trees of
[17℄ may build two denitional trees for
position

2 is sele

f

1 or
f (X1 , X2 )).

(depending on whether position

ted as the indu tive position of the generi

pattern

Both of these trees have seven nodes, while the new representation of Figure 3
redu es the number of nodes of the denitional tree to ve nodes.
As it has been proposed in [9℄, it is possible to obtain a simpler translation
s heme of fun tional logi
ompiled into

programs into Prolog if denitional trees are rst

ase expressions .

where the lhs is a generi

That is, fun tions are dened by only one rule

pattern and the rhs

ontains

the pattern mat hing of a tual arguments. The use of
invalidate our argumentation. Thus, we
Example 2 in the following

ase expressions to spe ify
ase expressions doesn't

an transform the denitional tree of

ase expression:

f (X1 , X2 , X3 ) = case (X1 , X2 ) of
(0, 0)
→0
(s(X3 ), 0)
→ s(0)
(s(X3 ), s(X4 )) → case (X4 ) of
s(X5 ) → f (X3 , X5 )
A

ase expression, like this, will be evaluated by redu ing a tuple of arguments

to their hnf and mat hing them with one of the patterns of the

ase expression.

4 Improving Narrowing Implementations into Prolog
This se tion dis usses two improvements in the translation of non-stri t fun tional logi

programs into Prolog whi h are based on the analysis of denitional

trees. These translation te hniques

an be applied jointly or separately.

4.1 Translation Based on Rened Denitional Trees
The rened representation of denitional trees introdu ed in Se tion 3 is very
lose to the standard representation of denitional trees, but it is enough to
provide further improvements in the translation of fun tional logi
into Prolog.

10

programs

It is easy to adapt the translation algorithm that appears in [15℄ to use our
rened representation of denitional trees as input.

T rans(Tn , p) := T rans(T1 , p), . . . , T rans(Tn , p);
T rans(rule(π, π → r), p) :=
produceCode :
fp (tm , H) :- hnf(r, H).
T rans(branch(π, (o1 , . . . , on ), T ′ ), p) :=
produceCode :
fp (tm , H) :hnf(X1 , Y1 ), . . ., hnf(Xn, Yn ), fp∪{o1 ,...,on } (t′m , H).
T rans(T ′ , p ∪ {o1 , . . . , on });
where π = f (tm ), π|o1 = X1 , . . . , π|on = Xn
f (t′m ).
Now, ea h fun tion
of

f.

f

is translated by

π[Y1 ]o1 . . . [Yn ]on =

T rans(T , ∅), where T

is a denitional tree

If we apply this slightly dierent algorithm to the rened denitional tree

of Figure 2, we obtain the following set of

1

and

and

2

lauses, where the indu tive positions

are exploited altogether:

% Clause for the root node:
f(X1, X2, X3, H) :- hnf(X1, HX1), hnf(X2, HX2), f_1_2(HX1, HX2, X3, H).
% Clauses for the remaining nodes:
f_1_2(a, b, X3, H):- hnf(r1, H).
f_1_2(b, a, X3, H):- hnf(X3, HX3), f_1_2_b_a(HX3, H).
f_1_2_b_a( , H):- hnf(r2, H).
f_1_2( , b, X3, H):- hnf(r3, H).
where we have

ut the number of

lauses with regard to the standard represen-

tation into Prolog (of the rules dening fun tion
number of

f ) presented in Se

tion 2.2. The

lauses is redu ed in the same proportion as the number of nodes of

the standard denitional tree for

f

were

ut. As we are going to show in Se -

tion 5, this rened translation te hnique is able to improve the e ien y of the
implementation system.
On the other hand, it is important to note that the kind of improvements
we are mainly studying in this subse tion

an not be obtained by an unfolding

transformation pro ess applied to the set of

lauses produ ed by the standard

algorithm of [15℄: In fa t, it is not possible to obtain the previous set of
by an unfolding transformation of the set of

11

lauses

lauses shown in Se tion 2.2.

4.2 Sele tive Unfolding Transformations
The analysis of denitional trees provides further opportunities for improving
the translation of indu tively sequential programs into Prolog. For instan e, we
an take noti e that the denitional tree of fun tion

f

in Example 1 has a

deterministi  (sub)bran h, that is, a (sub)bran h whose nodes have only one
hild (see Figure 2). This knowledge

an be used as a heuristi

guide for applying

determinate unfolding transformation steps sele tively.
Note that, for the example we are

onsidering, the

lauses:

f_1_2(b, a, X3, H):- hnf(X3, HX3), f_1_2_b_a(HX3, H). %% (C1)
f_1_2_b_a( , H):- hnf(r2, H).
%% (C2)
an be merged into:

f_1_2(b, a, X3, H):- hnf(X3,

), hnf(r2, H).

%% (C')

by applying a safe unfolding transformation in the style of Tamaki and Sato [23℄
but restri ting ourselves to determinate atoms [11,12℄ (i.e., an atom that mat hes

ode): we get lause C1 (the unfolded
f_1_2_b_a(HX3, H) in its body; this atom all
is uniable with the head of lause C2 (the unique unfolding lause for this atom
all), with most general unier σ = {HX3/ } (a tually, a mat her); Therefore,
we an perform a transformation step where C1 and C2 are instantiated applying
σ , the atom all is unfolded and, afterwards, lauses C1 and C2 are repla ed by
C'.
exa tly one

lause head in the Prolog

lause) and we sele t the atom

This sele tive unfolding is preferable to a generalized (post ompilation) unfolding transformation pro ess
Prolog

2 whi h may degrade the e ien y of the ompiled

ode. Moreover, this sele tive unfolding transformation

grated inside the
an additional

an be easily inte-

ompilation pro edure des ribed in [15℄. It su es to introdu e

ase in order to treat deterministi

(sub)bran hes:

T rans(Tn , p) := T rans(T1 , p), . . . , T rans(Tn , p);
.
.
.

T rans(branch(π, o, T 1 ), p) :=
if T n = branch(πn , on , T ′ )
produceCode :
fp (tm , H) :hnf(X , π1 |o ), hnf(π1 |o1 , π2 |o1 ), . . ., hnf(πn−1 |on−1 , πn |on−1 ),
hnf(πn |on , Y), fp∪{o,o1 ,...,on } (t′m , H).
T rans(T ′ , p ∪ {o, o1 , . . . , on });

else if T n = rule(πn , πn → r)
2

That is, a transformation pro ess where non determinate atom
too.

12

alls are unfolded

produceCode :
fp (tm , H) :hnf(X , π1 |o ), hnf(π1 |o1 , π2 |o1 ), . . ., hnf(πn−1 |on−1 , πn |on−1 ),
hnf(r, H).

where π = f (tm ), π|o = X , T 1 , . . . , T n
deterministi
f (t′m ).
.
.
.

(sub)bran h with

Roughly speaking, the new

is the sequen e of nodes in the

T i = branch(πi , oi , T i+1 ), and πn [Y]on =

ase in the algorithm of [15℄

follows. If there exists a deterministi

an be understood as

(sub)bran h visit its nodes in des ending

order for ing that the evaluation (to hnf ) of the subterms at the indu tive position

o

of a term be the at

onstru tor at position

in this way until: i) a non deterministi
rea hed and, in this

o

of the

hild node. Pro eed

node is rea hed; or ii) a leaf node is

ase, evaluate the rhs of the rule to its hnf and stop the

translation.
The last algorithm allows some improvements we have omitted for the sake
of simpli ity. First, it is possible to eliminate redundant arguments. Se ond, it
is possible to exploit rule nodes (i.e., an atom

3

all like

hnf(r, H))

an additional determinate unfolding step . Having all this in

to perform

onsideration, the

following example illustrates the algorithm.

Example 3.

Given the rules dening the partial fun tion

R1 : even(0) → true,

even:

R2 : even(s(s(X)) → even(X).

The denitional tree for that fun tion is:

branch(even(X1 ), 1,
rule(even(0), R1 ),
branch(even(s(X2 )), 1.1, rule(even(s(s(X3 )), R2 ))))
and the Prolog

ode generated by the

T rans

algorithm is:

% Evaluation to head normal form (hnf).
hnf(even(X1), H) :- !, even(X1, H).
% Clause for the root node: it exploits the first indu tive position
even(X1, H) :- hnf(X1, HX1), even_1(HX1, H).
even_1(0, true).
% Clause for the deterministi (sub)bran h:
even_1(s(X2), H) :- hnf(X2, s(X3)), even(X3, H).
Note as the determinate

even(X3, H)
3

all

hnf(even(X3), H) has been unfolded (into the

all

using the rst rule for evaluating a hnf ).

These improvements are implemented in the
for the standard

ases.
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ompiler of

Pak s [8℄

Therefore, our

T rans

algorithm, guided by the stru ture of a denitional tree,

is able to reprodu e the ee t of a post- ompilation unfolding transformation
when it is applied sele tively on determinate atom
Prolog

alls in the standard

ompiled

ode.

5 Experiments
We have made some experiments to verify the ee tiveness of our proposals. We
have instrumented the Prolog
programs by using the

ode obtained by the

urry2prolog

ompiler of

ompilation of simple Curry

Pak s [8℄ (an implementation

of the multiparadigm de larative language Curry [17℄). We have introdu ed
our translation te hniques in the remainder Prolog

ode. For our rst transla-

tion te hnique, the one using the rened representation of denitional trees, the
results of the experiments are shown in Table 1. Runtime and memory o
tion were measured on a Sun4 Spar
v5.7. The  Speedup

olumn indi ates the per entage of exe ution time saved by

our translation te hnique. The values shown on that
of the quantity

upa-

ma hine, running Si stus v3.8 under SunOS

omputed by the formula

olumn are the per entage

(t1 − t2 )/t1 ,

where

t1

and

t2

are the

average runtimes, for several exe utions, of the proposed terms (goals) and Prolog programs obtained when we don't use (t1 ) and we use (t2 ) our translation
te hnique. The  G.

o

upation for the

sta k Imp.

olumn reports the improvement of memory

omputation. We have measured the per entage of global

sta k allo ation. The amount of memory allo ation measured between ea h exe ution remains

onstant. Most of the ben hmark programs are extra ted from

Table1. Runtime speed up and memory usage improvements for some ben hmark

programs and terms.

Ben hmark
family
geq
geq
xor
zip
zip3

Term
Speedup G. sta k Imp.
grandf ather(_, _) 19.9%
0%
geq(100000, 99999)
4.6%
16.2%
geq(99999, 100000)
4.3%
16.2%
xor(_, _)
18.5%
0%
zip(L1, L2)
3.6%
5.5%
zip3(L1, L2, L2)
4.5%
10%
Average
9.2%
7.9%
4

[17℄ and the standard prelude for Curry programs with slight modi ations .
For the ben hmark programs

family

and

xor

we evaluate all out omes. The

natural numbers are implemented in Peano notation, using

4

For example,

zip

(resp.

zip3)

is adapted for

zero

elements. However, this fun tion also may be useful in a pra ti al

14

su

as

ombining two (resp. three) lists of

elements of equal length into one list of pairs (resp. triples) of the
page 280).

and

orresponding

ontext (see [16℄,

onstru tors of the sort. In the

L2

zip and zip3 programs the

input terms

L1

and

are lists of length 9.
Regarding the se ond translation te hnique, the one whi h implements se-

le tive unfolding transformations, for the ben hmark program of Example 3 we
obtain an average speedup of 11.7% and an improvement in memory usage of
14.7% for the term (goal)
Finally, the fun tion

f

even(16000).
in Example 2 is a (rather arti ial) fun tion where we

an apply both of our translation te hniques, allowing us to illustrate their ee t
a ting jointly and separately. Table 2 shows some dierent ben hmarks, where
we are omparing the e ien y of the Prolog ode generate by the
ompiler with regard to the Prolog

urry2prolog

ode generated by our rst translation te h-

nique (ref), the Prolog ode generated by our se ond translation te hnique (det)
and the Prolog

ode generated when we apply both of them (all). The results

show that the ee t of our te hniques is a

umulative.

Table2. Runtime speed up and memory usage improvements for the fun tion

f

in

Example 2.

f (50000, 100000)
f (100000, 50000)
Ben hmark Speedup G. sta k Imp. Speedup G. sta k Imp.
ref
9.5%
11.4%
9.1%
10.8%
det
7.7%
11.4%
7.1%
10.8%
all
18.9%
22.8%
18.3%
21.6%

More detailed information about the experiments and ben hmark programs
an be found in

http://www.inf- r.u lm.es/www/pjulian/publi ations.html.

6 Dis ussion and Related Work
In this se tion we dis uss some important issues and we put them in relation to
other resear h on fun tional logi
is

programming and logi

programming when it

onvenient.

Elimination of ad ho arti es.

It is noteworthy that, in some

benets of our rst translation s heme are obtained in an

ad ho

ases, the

way in a tual

needed narrowing into Prolog implementation systems. For instan e, the standard denition of the stri t equality used in nonstri t fun tional logi

languages

is [13,21℄:

c == c → true
c(Xn ) == c(Yn ) → X1 == Y1 && . . . &&Xn == Yn
where

c

is a

onstru tor of arity

0

in the rst rule and arity

rule. There is one of these rules for ea h

n>0

in the se ond

onstru tor that appears in the program

15

we are

onsidering. Clearly, the stri t equality has an asso iate denitional tree

(X1 == X2 ) has two uniformly demanded
2) and, therefore, it an be translated using our rst te

1

whose pattern

positions (positions

and

hnique, that produ es

a set of Prolog lauses similar to the one obtained by the

urry2prolog

In fa t, the
of Prolog

5

urry2prolog

ompiler.

ompiler translates these rules into the following set

lauses :

hnf(A==B,H):-!,seq(A,B,H).
seq(A,B,H):-hnf(A,F),hnf(B,G),seq_hnf(F,G,H).
seq_hnf(true,true,H):-!,hnf(true,H).
seq_hnf(false,false,H):-!,hnf(true,H).
seq_hnf( , ,H):-!,hnf(true,H).
seq_hnf( (A1,...,Z1), (A2,...,Z2),H):-!,
hnf(&&(A1==A1,&&(B1==B2,&&(...,&&(Z1==Z2,true)))),H).
Thus, the

urry2prolog

ompiler produ es an optimal representation of the

stri t equality whi h is treated as a spe ial system fun tion with an

ad ho

predened translation into Prolog, instead of using the standard translation
algorithm whi h is applied for the translation of user dened fun tions.

Failing derivations.

Our rst

ontribution, as well as the overall theory of

needed evaluation, is interesting for

omputations that su

important to say that some problems may arise when a

eed. However it is

omputation does not

terminate or fails. For example, given the (partial) fun tion

f (a, a) → a
the standard

ompilation into Prolog is:

f(A,B,C)
:- hnf(A,F), f_1(F,B,C).
f_1(a,A,B) :- hnf(A,E), f_1_a_2(E,B).
f_1_a_2(a,a).
while our rst translation te hnique produ es:

f(A,B,C) :- hnf(A,F), hnf(B,G), f_1(F,G,C).
f_1(a,a,a).
Now, if we want to

ompute the term

f(b, expensive_term), the standard im-

plementation dete ts the failure after the

omputation of the rst argument. On

the other hand, the new implementation

omputes the expensive term (to hnf )

for nothing. Of
we

ourse, the standard implementation has problems too e.g. if

ompute the term

f(expensive_term, b),

it also

omputes the expensive

term (to hnf ), but it may have a better behavior on this problem. Thus, in
a sequential implementation, the performan e of our rst translation te hnique
may be in danger when subterms, at uniformly demanded positions, are evaluated (to hnf ) jointly with an other subterm whose evaluation (to hnf ) produ es

5

Note that, we have simplied the

ode produ ed by the

order to in rease its readability and fa ilitate the
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ompiler in

omparison with our proposal.

a failure. An alternative to over ome this pra ti al disadvantage is to evaluate
these subterms in parallel, introdu ing monitoring te hniques able to dete t the
failure as soon as possible and then to stop the streams of the

omputation.

Clause indexing and dire t implementation into Prolog.

Clause indexing

is a te hnique, used in the implementation of Prolog
redu e the number of

ompilers, that aims to

lauses on whi h uni ation with a goal is performed.

In general, indexing te hniques are based on the inspe tion of the outermost
fun tion symbol of one or more arguments in a

lause head. If the predi ate

symbol and the respe tive indexed symbols of the
oin ide, then the
set of

lause is sele ted as part of the

lause head and the goal

ltered set .

Afterwards, the

lauses in the ltered set (presumably smaller than the original one) is

attempted to unify with the goal. More sophisti ated indexing te hniques su h
as those des ribed in [22℄ perform indexing on all non variable symbols of a
lause head (losing no signi ant stru tural information). Also, these te hniques
are able to obtain the unier during the indexing pro ess. Although it seems to
have some similarities between indexing te hniques and the standard operational
me hanism of fun tional logi
of pure logi
work, the
of nested

languages, there is a big dieren e: in the

languages terms are

dead

stru tures. However, in the

ontext

ontext of this

on ept of evaluation strategy relies on the existen e and manipulation

alive

terms. The needed narrowing strategy, as dened in [7℄, is an

appli ation from terms and partial denitional trees to sets of triples (position,
rule, substitution), where ea h triple gives the position of a term, the rule of
the program and the unier substitution (not ne essarily a most general one)
used in a narrowing step. Our work is

on erned in the optimization of

ertain

implementation te hniques of needed narrowing into Prolog.
On the other hand, it is possible a dire t representation of a fun tion into
Prolog whi h is often more e ient, sin e term stru tures with nested fun tions
alls are not generated. However, a dire t implementation

orresponds to a

all-

by-value strategy, that la ks some valuable properties (as the ability of handle
innite data stru tures or a good termination behavior) [15℄.

Determinate unfolding.

Determinate unfolding [11,12℄ has been proposed as

a way to ensure that the spe ialization of a logi

program will never dupli ate

omputations. The advantages of determinate unfolding transformations, in the
ontext of the implementation of fun tional logi

languages into Prolog, were

suggested in [15℄ and [9℄. They proposed to apply determinate unfolding as a
post- ompilation pro ess but a tually, in the

urry2prolog

nate unfolding steps are only applied to unfold the atom

ompiler, determi-

alls produ ed by rule

nodes. The novel of our proposal is that it exploits all opportunities for determinate unfolding in a systemati

way and it is embedded inside the

pro ess.

17
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7 Con lusions
In this paper we have introdu ed a rened representation of denitional trees
that eliminates the indeterminism in the sele tion of denitional trees in the
ontext of the needed narrowing strategy (A tually, there is only one rened
denitional tree for ea h indu tively sequential fun tion). We have dened two
translation te hniques based on the analysis of (rened) denitional trees. Although the results of the experiments se tion reveal a good behavior of these
translation te hniques, it is di ult to evaluate whi h may be their impa t over
the whole system, sin e the improvements appear when we

an dete t patterns

that have several uniformly demanded positions or the existen e of deterministi

(sub)bran hes in a (rened) denitional tree. Nevertheless, our work shows

that there is a potential for the improvement of a tual (needed) narrowing implementation systems: we obtain valuable improvements of exe ution time and
memory allo ation when our translation te hniques are relevant. For the

ase of

indu tively sequential fun tions without the features aforementioned, our translation s hemes are

onservative and don't produ e runtime speedups or memory

allo ation improvements. Although failing derivations are rather a problemati
ase where the performan e of our rst translation te hnique may be in danger,
we

an deal with these problem by introdu ing

on urrent

omputations, in or-

der to guarantee that slowdowns, with regard to standard implementations of
needed narrowing into Prolog, are not produ ed. Hen e, the o
eral indu tive position in a pattern

an be

urren e of sev-

onsidered as a signal for exploiting

impli it parallelism.
On the other hand, our simple translation te hniques are able to eliminate
some

ad ho

arti es in a tual implementations of (needed) narrowing into Pro-

log, providing a systemati

and e ient translation me hanism. Moreover, the

ideas we have just developed

an be introdu ed with a modest programming

eort in standard implementations of needed narrowing into Prolog (su h as the

Pak s [8℄ implementation of Curry) and in other implementations based on the
use of denitional trees (e.g., the implementation of the fun tional logi

T OY [19℄),

sin e they don't modify their basi

language

stru tures.
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